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INTRODUCTION

On April 27 and 284 1972, the Junior and Community College

Division of the National Laboratory for Higher Education (NLHE)

sponsored a Conference for Deans of Instruction at the Ramada

Inn, Durham, North Carolina.

Announcements of the workshop went out on April 5, only

slightly more than three weeks in advance of the meeting. Des-

pite this very short notice, thirty-one persons from twelve

different states attended. Another one hundred indicated en-

thusiasm about the conference and its unique structure. (Appen-

dix A.)

In keeping with the purpose of NLHE, the workshop was

designed to promote constructive change in both the nature of

the topics selected and the actual manner in which the confer-

ence was conducted. Topics were of two _different types: pre-

pared papers and special interest discussions. The selection

of the subjectS for the prepared papers:was based on an infor7-

mal survey of deans in attendance at the annual meeting of the

American Association of Junior Colleges held in Dallas, Texas,

February, 1972. The subjects for the special interest sessions

were based on a survey of those persons actually attending the

Durham conference.

Most conferences follow the pattern of conventional teach-

ing with oral presentations by speakers (teachers) while par-

ticipants .(Students) take notes. This conference took a dif-

ferent approath. Instead of speeches ,nationally known resource-.
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people were asked to prepare papers.for reaction and these

were given to participants during registration. Conference

time was optimally utilized since the time normally spent in

listening to presentations was spent in meaningful discussions

with the authors of the papers.

To further encourage and facilitate active participation

among conferees, enrollment was limited and time schedules were

arranged to maintain small discussion groups.

As reflected by the evaluation forms completed by the par-

ticipants' (Appendix B), the conference was very succes

Participants reactions have been analyzed, and their

suggestions made will be incorporated into future NLHE spon-

sored ci,)nferences. The anticipated result is a more rapid

diffusion of ideas and innovations as, well as the sharing of

solutions to common problems.
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION

A.A. Canfield, Ih.D.
College of Education
University of Florida

Within the past few years, the word "accountability" has

found its way into the language and literature of education.

Unfortunately, however, it has taken a "bad bounce" and become

more or less synonymous with performance contracting. It is

a pity that such an honorable term, used with dignity in other

professional

tive usage.

education,

fields, should fall, into such narrow and restric-

The concept of accountability has much to offer

educational institutions, educators, and the sev-

eral publics they attempt to ,serve-. This short paper provides

a partial foundation for examining the term "accountability" in

a broad context and assesses its application in the educational

setting.

Because many of today's uses of the term "accountability"

have taken-it: into corners ,for which it is ill - designed, tiS

helpful to start at the beginning:by examining its definition

as found in typical English usage 'dictionaries. It is interest-

ing to note that the term did:-not appearin Webster's

edition but is found in the third edition.

second

The definitions of

"accountability" vary modestly from dictionary to:dictiOnary

but several common synonyms and referents are evident. They i

clude "liable," "responsible, and subject to giving an "account."

A close relationship in MeaningiS found between thewords "r

sponsible" and "accountable," particularly as they are used in

public administration and business management



Accountability in public administration has designated

an obligation to make some form of public report or to be sub-

ject to a public audit concerning the utilization of public

funds. Historically, the accountability was from a representa-

tive of the monarch to the monarch, but with the overthrow of the

sovereignty concept in governmental form, the obligation is now- -

more typically--from the administrators in executive offices

and/or branches to the legislature. This use of the term to

i_dentify an obligation to submit to an outside audit for P.

detailed accounting of the use and disbursement of public funds

would appear to express the concept of "contracted" learning as

proposed by Lessinger. Some form of "audit" or "publio report"

also refleCts the "extrinsic" or "external" control in elemen-

tary systems analysis.

The other typical or usual use of the word accountability

defines an obligation to report and/or explain the fulfillment

of some performance for which responsibility was accepted, and

forighich some authority was elegated from a superior in an

organization:. MOst management writers discuss the concepts of

authority, responsibility, and accountability as interrelated

aspects of one's assignment within an organization. Briefly--

one accepts the responsibility to fulfill some function (admin-

istrative or operative) and achieve some ends by performinci

some tasks or doing some work. Along with that responsibility

comes some delegation of authority to select a method of work,

utilize the resources of the organization, direct the work of

others requisition materials etc. Accountability is the



process of explaining or reporting how4effectively the authority

was utilized in achieving the objectives for which one assumed

responsibility. Authority is delegated to proVide the power

to act; responsibility defines the anticipated outcomes or

performances; and accountability is the explanation due on the

effectiveness of.the work. In this businesS management usage,

accountability flows up within the organization, and hence has

an intrinsic or internal "build-in" control feature about it.

Both of these historical uses have direct application to

the school situation,' particularly the schools and colleges

which operate on public funds. There are both a budget-assess-

ment and auditing function to see that funds are spent accord-

ing to the allocations, an accountability requirement with ex-

ternal control, aii3 an internal accountability, of sorts,

through the organizational chain of command.

Neither application is pure however, as funds other than

those provided by the supporting governmehtal agencies are

commonly found and utilized within the college environment--

particularlytuition fundS--and the line of command within the

Adademic side of the institution is far leSs clear and direct

than it is in business.

There is, for example considerable opportunity for dis-

agreement about whether, the dean serves to represent the faculty

and their decisions, or whether the dean leads and directs the

faculty in the achievement of collegiate objectives.Certainly

the bodyof7sCholars concept of the college places different

emphasis in the hands of its "operatives " --faculty members--



than does the'business enterprise. Because the environment is

characterized by highly educated people operating "alone"

with students, the conventional line command prodess is not

clearly applied and perhaps not applicable.

The possible differences between the ioCus of responsi-

bility and the source of authority poses an interesting enigma

for accountability in education. If one gets his classroom

authority from the president, vice-presidents,. deans, and

department-heads in the normal flow of legal (statutory or regu7

latory) p6Wer but feels rbsponsible to one's colleagues, disci-.

plinpi' and students- -what is the locus and direction of :accounta-

bility? Can accountability apply and work effectively in an

organization where responsibility:and authority have distinctly

different referents? Or, is the educational institution really

a line organization and in order for control to occur it must

begin to behave like one?

There is also a question raised by the unfortunate "locking

on" of the Office of Education to the concept of contract learn-

ing or performance contracting. Because of the ill-timed, hurry-

up, short-term crash effort to fund and research several per-

formance contracting operations, we are now faced with a partial

research report, based on part.of the situations, barren of

meaningful interpretation, and .of .dubious and/or questionablevalue

The Batelle research report has been delayed inexplicably,

it seems.

This highly publicized effort on performance contracting

and the concomitant emphasis on norm-referenced skill develop-

ment measures has widened the gulf between the "soft- headed"



humanists and the "mechanistic" behaviorists who have beer

protecting their respective sections of the school yard since

the historic gestalt/behaviorist riiz of two generations past

and before. The split is widening, at least in print, and the

direct and continuing association of accountability with cog-

nitive learning at lower taxonomical levels has tended to obscure

the potential values and meaning of "accountability." Those

humaniSts.who deplore

bility

This

behavioristic values now attack.

as though it were

vigorous confu

accounta-

a synonym for Magerian behaviorism.

ion is in direct contradiction to the

generic implications of the term accountability. It also tends

to arbitrarily

model

decry attempts to fit a "determined" system

to all things educational,whether they be administrative,

operative or supportive. A determined

subsequent state can be

state.

system is o

accurately determined, from

ne in which a

an

Determined systems are generally mechanical devices

like internal combustion engines, where the operation of

subsequent part of the engine can be determined from its present

stage in the operating cycle. Determined systemS are relatively

uncommon in living organisms or organizationsi although-certain

features canbe perceived in..highly autocratic or bukeaucratic

situations. The bunching of behaviorism simple

systems, and accountability into a common-concept bag confuses

rather than clarifies

Systems and system procedures are control-oriented con

cepts with control taking two different forms:



Homeostatic -- keeping things as they* ,are or as:
programmed for 'change.

ive--keeping more viable systems in control
while permitting, relativdly free in-
troduction and test of innovative
plans, within the ,isdom and creative
capacity of those controlling the
system.

Before turning to the implications of these models for

education and accountability, 'it is important to note that

certain kinds of control (intrinsic

Of systeMs (determined or self organizing) tend to occur to-

gether, and that

determined

nearly all systems (other than

ones) provide for unmeasured input and unmeasured

outputs to occur.

'Control works

the

as

In addition for systems perspectives,

meaningfully on processas on

term "system" implieS some element's very close to our

earlier views,' of

In

accountability.

Florida, for example the State Department of Educa-

tion is basing accreditation upon the school district's per-

formance in relation to its own (the school board's) objectives

in two of three areas status, process, and product. Virtually,

every district has adopted, for the, current period, accredita-

tion based on status and process. Status measures are the

amounti type and utilization of space and facilities; process

measures are the kinds of activities undertaken in relation

to the provision of education for the students. At the pmesent

time the State is working on norm referenced tests to be ad-

ministered in basic skill areas; when applied, these will

be a beginning of product assessment measures which are to

be partially implemented in 1973.

-7-



All three of these kinds of measurement of system condi-

tion are permissible under the generic interpretation of the'

word "accountable" and in the systems analysis if in a slightly

different but para:iel configuration.

Basically, systems,analysis':is approached through a series

of expository diagrams like those below..

input

SYSTEM output

SingieHcontrol

in

Unmeasured measured

SYSTEM
easured

-> joutput
unmeasured

HMeasured and UnmeaStred elements:

jleither ofHthese diagrams shoN4s a controlling fUnction-'-the

simple line drawings indicate that something comes into the

syStem operation and something comes Out.' We assume: tht they

are different as a result of the sYstem or process activity.

o control the system, certain eleTnents must be added. In

'the process of these additions the notion ofwhere acCountabil'

Aty fits becomes eviddnt

In the figure on page ten several 'boxes', or fea-

tures have been added The plan bOx provides the basis for ob..

jectives

and priorities. The

or standards. It determines resource allocation

effector box is related to the power ihuman,

organizational mechanical or otherwise) that alters the input

to and the operating characteristics, of the, system. The measure-

ment itself can change the product. The standards box sets



forth the specific outcomes anticipated--whether they be in

quality; quantity, cost-, or other form. TheHcollativefunction

is a process through which expectations

Outputs and the differencJe

ti or possible system adjustment. The !.!accountability" con-

we've Aescribed it is a combination of the objective§

setting; measuring, and feedback aspects of the model.

The unmeasured inputs and outputs may be related to some

of the "humanistic" of education. Their exClusiOn may

be accepted or uneasiness may develop because they cannot'

viill notbe measured and put into the "controlled systemmodel.



Plan

ACCOUNTABILITY

Effector
'feedback

unmeasured
input input

SYSTEM.

OPERATION

output

L

standards

obj ctive

COLLATOR.

Measure

.T.TT Tr+

unmeasured output



To apply the concept of accountability to the instructional

task requires more clarification of role and funCtion than clari7

fication of concept. Who is the effector in the process? Where

the standards come from ?. :Who does the measuring? Who per7-

fOrMs-th6:c011ative function? Who prOvides the "negative": feed

babk for System proCess correction? Who provides the planning?

How much of our anxiety and debate within education is 're-

lated to fear or anxiety about this ".control" activity itself.

(being contiblled) and how much is related to the possible util-

ity of the process for helping improve educational practice?

How can we approach the issue of system improvementin-

cluding cost/effect analysis--in an acceptable manner and with

reasonable and meaningful objectiveS without losing our sense

of freedom and our heritage of self-assessment?

What kinds of internal or intrinsic controls do we now

use or could we now use to relate to the extrinsic controls

suggested by accreditation and legislative interests about edu-

cational

What

accountability?

kinds of things are we now measuring and reporting

that relate to system, process, and/or product? Can

they be upgraded, used more deliberately used more directly?

What implications would the adoption of an accountability

model have for administrative assessment student personnel

assessment, and not just instructional assessment?

How can accountability be placed on the Classroom teacher

without his involvement, discussion, and negotiation and with-

out similar accountabilities being placed on everyone in the



organizational chain of, command above and around him?

AnSWers to these kinds of questions reqUire us to think

more deeply about the concept and its Applicat'ion to educa.

ti on. We have really only begun to think about it.

In public adMinistratiOn and in business management it is

stated that no one can be

to which

for a.perfOrMance

he didn't agree or for which he didn't feel he had

the authority to command the resources needed to meet his re-

sponsibilities. The concept of negotiation of objectives is

common in both fields and precedes holding anyone accountable.

Also, in both fields accountability is considered a per-

sonal rather than a grOup matter. Groups, it is contended,

cannot be held responsible since they have no specific indi

vidual accountability. This tradition should make educators

uneasy, because they, as a group, are being asked to be

accountable as, a collective on vague terms for ill defined

ends and to vaguely referenced outsiders.

If accountability is a personal matter, then to whom is

the teacher accountable? The student? Other teachers? The

faculty senate? The department chairman? The president? The

local board? Some combination thereof? If a combination then

the principle of unity of accountability--accountable to'only

one person for clearly defined responsibilitiesis violated.

Should it be? Can we have multiple accountabilities--each of

which is clearly defined? Should concept accountability

in instruction include accountabilities to the students, to

the other faculty, to our professional



department chairmen,:. to the legislature, etc.? Or should the

line or chain of command of the accountability structure: of

business Apply through the organilation

SuperviSee relationship growing more and more typical?

with a 'supervisor7

the growing role of the union in teacher organizations

to force a line command structure the bllegial Orga7,

likely

nization? To what extent does the union- management strtggle

ensnare the concept: f departmental leadership on either Mat-

ters of hygiene (coutses; hours, graduate assistant assignment,

increases); on matters of superVision (censute,

dismissal, salary cuts, or restr cted increases); or on mat-

ters intrinsic to the task itself (form and character of re-

lationships with students, course content and format, proce-

dures for assuring learning, grading procedures and practices,

etc.) At what point and in what ways is the classroom iteacher

an entrepreneur (in business for himself),: and in, what ways is

he an employee of the firm?

If the administrative structure of the institution has

no power or limited power over the faculty, and if the re-

sponsibility of the several and various parties for the 'edu-

cation" of the learner is neither detailed nor assessable under

what conditions and set of values is It'appropriate to "nail"

the classroom teacher for limited learning or learning below

for schools that do not teach, for children who do not learn?

The classroom teacher? The counselors? The principal presi-



The local board and the legislature, for decades, granted

funds for the operation of the system,but have not concerned

theflaselVes with the problems of planning, inpuf, effector,

system operation output mrasurement collator, tundard5,

or feedback.iaCtivities? Should the legislature establish the

chain, of aCcbuntabilities in view of its fundamental and Un-

changing accountability to the electorate?

,ghere are many people, inSide and outside the educational

:Institution, who feel :a vague: but powerful insistence that or

edUcational process should 'be improved. Unfortunately., Perhaps:,

common sense suggests that too

not pass

many high school graduates can-

school-graduates are found to be reading at the third-grade

level;tno many students who enter college are eliminated be-

fore try graduate; and costs of schools and schooling contivrte

disproportionately to budget allocations in other fields.

cators on the other hand, have believed that a "good

education" costs more; that the broad goals (and they awe vir

tuous goals) of

in smaller groups

education are best achieved in newer facili s,

:and teachers with

and graduate study_

At this point in history these conflicting convictions

are fouled in log jam created by a massive data deficiency.

The publics not in. ;the system want to know-'what they re gett.,iag

for ulgir- money and those the system

not getttng more money. As readily as one side can claim inadequacy



of performance, the other can claim professional achievements

unlike any other nation in the world. Unfortunately for us

all, thene i s not much data available that explains how well

we do much of anything.

Enter accountability, a control concept--in public ad-

ministration, in business management, in systems analysis.

Is it a rubric for a challenge to define and clarify who is

going to control the educational process for what ends, and

within what financial and social constraints? Is the emergence

of accountability 'a speOter of social pressure-that the schools,

be responsive to and accountable to the supporting public rather

than assorted amalgamations of professional societies, interest

groups and accrediting bodies?

s there sufficient value in the concept of accountability

to expect the institution of education and those within_it to

improve their effectiveness in using resources and processes to

produce students with capabilities appropriate to today's and

tomorrow's world?



INSTITUTIONAL 'RESEARCR-.-THE ACADEMIC DEAN'S MOST
CRUCIAL TOOL IN IMPLEMENTING ACCOUNTABILITY

Michael I. Schafer,.
Dean' for InstruCtion:

Muskegon ComMunity College
MuSkegon;j4ichigah

The purpose of this paper is to tie together two

defined functional officers of the community college in such

a way that the firsts the institutional research officer, can

serve as.a valuable tool to the second, the academic dean. The

paper is based upon the assumption that the primary purpose of

a community college is to provide high-quality instruction and

that all administrative offices should be structured in a way

that facilitates this instruction.

The title of academic dean (and all of its synonyms) falls

to individuals with a variety of levels of responsibility.

These may be classified in three general ways:

1. " The President-Dean." The "President-DearC is a fast-

growing species. In an increasing number of circumstances,

the college president finds himself to be externally-di-

rected. His responsibilities move: increasingly towards

satisfying the needs of community leaders, state govern-

ment officials and unfortunately and even more frequently,

the courts. Due to this external orientation of the presi-

dent the academic dean finds himself -assuming many of the

responsibilities earlier thought to fall in the president

office. In effect colleges are-moving towards a dual

system with an internal and external president.

-16-



2. "The Academic Dean-Academic Dean." The Academic

Dean-Academic Dean" is a role probably filled by most

of at this conference. Our

major force in setting the direction of the institution,

especially within the instructional program.

3. The Tape Recorder-Academic Dean." This sub - species

is largely a figurehead. Depending upon which side of

the fence he finds himself he acts as the recorder and

subsequent transmitter of information from the president

to the faculty or from the faculty to the president. Many

more deans fall in this position than 'Would like to admit

it. This is A difficult sub species to identify in that,

generally, only the president and he are aware that he

has 'slipped into this subspe'cies throUgh the aging and

tiring proceSs.

.;Assuming that most of us here fall into the first two cate7,

goties of acadeMic deans our role is one of being a decision

maker. In our role as deoision makers, we have four ways of

approaching a

1. Authority. We can make,decisions because:some faculty

(they are beadming rarer) are impressed by the faCt that

we are a dean and our deciSiOns can be basedl in some in-

!

stanceS Crn the:,simple rationale that "It's that way. be

cause I ,say 'its that way, the dean..1!

2. Committee DeCisionS. This form of dediSion.taking is



hardly different froM the use of authority. Rather

thanUsingyour own bia.y.s andopinions, you use the

'biases, Opinions and shared ignorance of a.:grOup of

accountable any

individual for the consequences of the decision made.

3. The Use of. Experts. This type of decision making

generally is used most effectively by the professional

plagiarist: the university professor. The university

professor in this role uses footnotes and quotes the

words of "experts" to back up statements of decisions

ithatcoUld not be put across withoUttheir-assistance

It has, however, been used veryCleVerlY by certain

academic deans. The technique involves .a search of

the literature or the hiring of a consultant so that

this supposed "expert" can shed the "guiding light"

on the decision at hand.

4. The Use of Institutional Research. This form of

decision making is used by each of us far more frequently

than we realize and far less frequently than would be

desired. Stated in over simplistic terms, It is

decision making based on empirical data related to the

Problem at hand. Unfortunately, the quantity and quality

of this data is seldom as great as we would wish.

I think most of us would agree that type 4 decision

making generally leads to better decisions and would prefer.



a result of the problems of quality andquantity of data we

of decision

making so that it becomes indistinguishable frob types 1, 2

research office can serve as

type 4 decisions,

Institutional research has been defined by Brumbaughl as

that "designed to improve institutions of higher learning," by.

Rouche2 as "all studies done within the college," by Ma'rsee3 as

"self study by a college designed to improve the institution,"

and by Stickler4 as that 'Which is directed toward providing

data useful Qr necessary in the Making of intelligent decisions

and/Or for the successful maintenance, operation, and/Or im-

provement of a given institution" RouecheandHBoggS5 consider::

1Brumbaugh, A.J. Research Designed to Improve Institutions
of Higher Learning. American Council on Education, Washington,
D.C., 1960.

2
Roueche, John E. "Superior Teaching in Junior Colleges:

Research Needed," Improving College and University Teaching,
Winter, 1968.

3

Marsee, Stuart E. "A President's View of Institutional
Research," Junior College Journal, May, 1965.

4Stickler, W. Hugh "Some Suggestions Concerning Inotitu-
tional Research," in Willis A. LaVire, Institutional Research
Bases for Administrative Decision-Making. Southeast Regional
Junior College Administration Leadership Program, University of
Florida, Gainesville, August 8-11, 1965 (ERIC ED 013 101).

5 Roueche, John E. and John R. Boggs Junior College Institu-
tional Research: The State of the Art. American Association
of Junior Colleges; Washington, D.C. 1968.



institutional research as being "those systematic and fact-

finding activities within a collegiate institution focused

upon current problems and issues with institutional improve-

.ment as the associated outcome."

These definitions all sound exciting, meaningful, and

full of hope, but I question whether they are realistic.

Mathies 6
, Roueche7, and Thompson 8 have each supported the con-

clUsion that institutional research consists largely of identi-

fying the identified. Most studies turn out to be descriptive

rather than evaluative, and arc lacking in depth, balance,

organization, and analysis.

It would seem that such institutional research breaks down

into six basic types. I nave taken the liberty of paraphras-

ing a model described in a current research proposal by Paul

A. Elsner, Vice Chancellor of the Peralta Colleges in Oakland,

California in describing these types of institutional research

application:

1. Institutional Research Relating to the Allocation of

Resources.'This type.of research is designed to prc)vicie

for analysis to assist you, the academic

your "manager of resource's" role. define resources

in this context as the facilities:4 funds, faculty,

students,, the administrative staff,: of the

6Mathies, Lorraine "Junior College Educators Indicate
Information They Need," Junior College Journal, November, 1967.

7Roueche4 JohnE.Gaps and
jtesearch," Junior: College:Journal

Overlaps in Institutional
November, 1967,

8
Thompson, Jack .."Institutionall-:Studies OfiJuniorCollege:

ptudents," Junior College Journal,: May, 1967 (ERIC ED 013 070).
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college. A few, examples of ways in which institutional

research of this type can contribute to your resource

allocation decisions may be helpful.

Budget Analyses--Decisions required in this area in-

clude percentages of total budget in past, present, and

future years by division, department, course, program,

etc. The academic dean desperately needs data on the in-

stitutional cost per FTE as well as by each functional

division of the instructional program. I don't think we

will ever reach the point of having sufficient data and

analysis in this area. The institutional research office

can be of great assistance as we attempt to provide an-

swers to problems of cost effectiveness. analyses, allo-

cation of resources for speCific functions in the insti-

tution, unit cost analyses relating to plant operation,

and maintenance, as well as comparative cost studies for

the various curricula and programs.

Negotiations--Whether negotiations at your college

are across the .bargaining table as they are in Michigan, or

fallwithin the board's internal workings, much information

is still required. Certainly studie^ of the average cost

by subject, department, division, and.faculty salaries with or

without overloads are necessary. Faculty load information

by faculty member subject, department/division, student/

-.faculty ratio, credit hours,

essential.. There

contact hours, etc., are also.

tions that require hard data (our contract at Muskegon Com-



fruitful to list them all here.. Suffice it to say that

for each decision on faculty status, load, and working

conditions, data must be at hand if the bciard is going

to make its decisions judiciously.

Class Size-.-These studies may include such data as

weighted averages by course, subject, instructor, de-

partment/diyision, by term, day, and evening. They are

probably. the most crucial data in terms of the allocation

of resources within the instructional area. A large com-

munity college can save hundreds of thousands of dollars

by increasing class size by three. to five students. The

effects on smaller institutions are proportional. Other

types of studies that would:fall into the allocation of

resources category include the number of courses by sub-

ject, by faculty r.,:mber, by full-time student; the num-

ber of faculty; the ratio of faculty to administration;

part-time faculty studies; faculty turn-over studies,

etc.

The care and feeding of our resources (the profes-

sional staff) should not be ignored,' Studies pf'the pro

fessional growth activities

ple in this area

2.

of faculty serve 'as one exam-

Institutional Research that Assesses Student Potential.'

I frequently run into conflicts when certain members of

for the community college. Yet



of taking raw materials, training it with courses, polishing

it with counseling, and certifying it with a degree. The

raw materials, our students and potential students, must be

a known factor if we are to make programmatic decisL-'t tEat

will result 4't1 the type of product desired. Certainly are

assessment oY effectiveness mustaiseas. a baseline the studire

Potential. This is especially true when we wish tocompa're

potential to the student's achievement when he finishes given

programs. Data, which can best be supplied through the insti-

tutional research office, are necessary for arriving

type of program determinants that are the

gram planning. A very basic data need is

essentials

at the

for pro-

for a profile of

individual-student and student-body characteristics so that

faculty have information for effective decisions concerning

the curriculum and their teaching methodologies. Such pro-

files are also essential in our role in formulating

tional goals and objectives. Probably the greatest

data gap for most of us regarding students is

institu-

single

data on those

students who aren't ours yetthe community we attempt to

serve.

3. Institutional, Research that Assesses Achievement.

Like it or not, evaluation ,pif our faculty, programs, student

achievement, etc. is our bag. The types of data required for

evaluation include:

. Such incoming student characteristics as age, sex,

attitudes health, motivation, verbal and nonverbal



competencies, interests, etc.

B. The relative "effectiveness" of alternative instruc-

tional strategies.

C. Studies based on criteria that grow out of individual

goals, departmental goals, and institutional goals

as we attempt to assess individual achievement, de-

partmental achievement and institutional achievement.

The range of information that would be helpful in this

regard is overwhelming yet most of us would be happy

if we could just get effective follow-up studies;

the job for occupational students; and at other insti-

tutions for transfer students.

D. Studies of the institutional climate which generally

are not available at this time, can assist us as aca-

demic deans in one of our most vaguely defined, yet

most important responsibilities. We (meaning me)

often find ourselves as that person responsible for

creating a climate in which instruction is exciting,

students are striving to. learn -and yes in which

even faculty are willing to work. It is probably

apparent from the tone of these comments that I have

not been as successful in this regard as I would like.

This fact only highlights the point I am trying to

make. I have, at this time, virtually no data which

would allow me to make better decisions as I strive

to improve an institutional climate destroyed regularly



4. Institutional Research that Assists in Decisions on

..'[urriculum and Program lNeeds and Priorities. The most diffi-

-atilt data to get a hold of is that which relates to projec-

:lions of career trends and manpOwer needs. These form the

t..asis of our occup:ation-al programs and are required daily.

W'en we realize the amount of institutional resources one

must commit in developing a new (occupational program, the

need for such data becomes paramount. Unfortunately, even

the best data .currently availahie often is fragmentary and its

quality suspect. Somewhere on the vast horizon underneath

that brightly colored rainbow lies the academic dean's pot of

gold. To me that pot of gold is sufficient data on anticipated

industrial needs that can be coordinated with clearly defined

student needs ,and motivations as well as research-based curric-

ulum designed toprovide students with skills arrived at through

careful task analyses using instructional methodologies that

lhave empirically been shown to provide the greatest growth in

student achievement at the lowest possible cost.

5. Institutional Research that Assesses the 'College's

Impact on the Community. No matter how erudite our statements

of institutional goals and philosophies, no matter how clearly

stated our'behavioral objectives we are all trying to do the

same thingmake a positive impact on our communities in terms

of cultural .economic,and educational growth. Unfor-

tunately, l cannot even describe the types of atudies that

would, be most-useful_ assessing this impact;aet alone provide



a prescription for its acc3mplishment.

Perhaps even more unfcLrtunate is our only single gross

measure of such impact--the mileage election. Even though

such elections provide us with every accurate feedback (in

a gross sense) on the college's impact, they provide us with

no information which would:positively effect that impact.

How often do we ask ourselves the question, "Why don't those

people (in the community) understand what the college is

doing. them?" The answer is all too simple: We can't tell

them. We have little or no data which would indicate that we

are doing much. Unfortunately, taxpayers aren't satisfied with

our gut-level feelings of being worthwhile.

6. General Research Services. At Muskegon Community Col-

lege, I have said that the faculty's primary role is to facil-

itate student learning. I can paraphrase that for the academic

dean. His primary role is to facilitate teacher teaching. If

assumptions regarding.decision making stated earlier are valid,

and I believe they are, and if the teacher at the classroom

level is primarily a decision maker in facilitating student

learning, as .I believe he is, then one of our major contribu-

tions to facilitating teaching must be the provision of research

services to our faculty: These services should include evalu-

ative research on teaching methodolOgieS :and they Should, pro

vide institutional

ing

research-type data for faculty Aecision mak-

as training and conSUltative services for the faCulty.,

In order to accomplish the: tasks outlined abwe the insti-

tutional research office must have clearly stated objectives.



The following objective statemehts, while stated in idealis-

tic terms, may be useful to you in establishing objectives

for your own institutional research office:

1. The institutional research office should provide a

comprehensive data base: including files on students,

faculty, the physical plant, teaching resources,

finances, and the community for all analyses re-

quired by the decisionmakers in the institution.

It is the lack of :such comprehensive data bases

that serves as a barrier in every decision applica-

tion Compilihg and providing such data constitutes

a major role for institutional research.

. The institutional research Office must be designed

to meet the needs of the users.

The development of most institutional research

offices seems to be based upon the theories of systems

analysts rather than upOn the needs of-people who will

have to work with the system. The institutional re°

search office:Must place continuing, emphasis on the

key role of the user. A necessary implication of this

is that the user will need assistance in effectively

utilizing the data and analysisprovided.

3. :There should be-developed-a central institutional

search: office which will serve as a center for data

gathering, processing, analysis and reporting.

decisions-required of faculty and admin°



these decision makers must go to seek data. Even

where these individuals could potentially share in-

formation, the data is often impossible to retrieve in

a format which is usable for a specific application.

Centralization of collection, analysis, and reporting

of information would help to alleviate this problem.

4. A system of two-way feedback between the users and the

institutional research office must be established.

Probably the most effective vehicle for such feed-.

back is the institutional research advisory committee.

Too often have I experienced the situation in which deans

do their deaning and researchers do their research and never

the twain shall meet.' Only through structured communica-

tion channels will the institutional research office come

anywhere near proViding the service that is so necessary.

5. The institutional research office should coordinate infor-

mation analysis on all components,in the institution. It

should not limit itself -to data and report generation but

be a recommending agency as well

[chile. I realize this objective is controversial, and

that some institutional research offices have tended to

run the institutionwhere it has been implemented, the

institutional research office is, in a unique position of

being able to coordinate data on, all facets of the institu-

tion. Theythus may have a broader view of given situa-

tions than any single functional office could ever have.



With these objectives in mind, it is possible to outline

the steps necessary to design and implement an effective in-

stitutional research office. Once again, the statement is

idealistic, but the underlying principles should prove useful.

1. A comprehensive systems analysis of information needs.

This should include an analysis of information

gathering and reporting in the current system

as well as analysis of, the information gather-

ing and reporting:needs not now being met.

2. The develo ment of data-element dictionaries, of

faculty and supporting staff information, student

information, physical facilities information, finan-

cial information; learning resources information, and

community information..

These dictionaries should provide the framework

for three types of data files. The first pri-

ority files should contain information needed

on a regular basis by several components of the

college community. The second priority files

should contain information used from time to

time and generally is limited-to infOrmation

not required more than two.or three-times

year. The third priority files include what-

other information for which a potentialever

need is seen at some point in the future. It

will be necessary to define precisely each data



element which will be a component of the file.

Many of these items already have useful and

widely accepted definitions, but others require

careful study to eliminate ambiguity in their

use. Definitions-should be uniform to insure

against erroneous comparisons. Where exceptions

are made to a given definition, each instance

should be identified and documented. Whenever

an item in the system has been defined, a logi-

cal coding system must be developed to allow for

efficient data processing, analysis, and report

preparation.

3. The development of standard codes, definitions, reports,

and analyses.

Reporting requirements are a function of the user's

need. It will, therefore, be necessary in the

analysis of the current reporting system to make

an indepth study of the information needs of in-

dividuals at the various decision-making levels.,

This analysis should include a study of the dynam-

ics of the information gathering the flow of

data, individual responsibilities for decision

making and the uses made of the information gath-

ered for all reports within the current system.



4. Interpretation of the information report requirements

into specific report- layout that best meet the users'

needs.

Important consideration will include the formatting

of data, descriptions of data and levels of summa-

rization. The effectiveness of the institutional

research office is a direct function of the usa-

bility of its output. Report formats thus become

a top priority consideration for the office.

5. Budgeting and staffing of the institutional research

office based on the analysis of need.

Research-based decision making does not come

cheaply. Once again the factory analogy becomes

useful in a direct way. Those firms which have

reinvested a large percentage of their profits

into research and development have consistently

been more

An annual

stitution

may, be as

effective than those which have not.

expenditure of five percent of the in-

s.budget for institutional research

unrealistic at my institution as at

yours, but it would not be unreasonable if that

office were to utilized fully. The attain-

ment of the objectives outlined earlier in this

paper will be nothing more than a pipe dream

however, unless a real financial commitment is

made to institutional research. On the other

hand, even an investment' of twentyfive percent

of the institution's bUdget in institutional



research would be meaningless unless the

decision style was modified toward research-

based decisions.

Summing up, we paraphrase that greatest of all authors,

Anon, "Research without implementation may be futile, but

decision making without sufficient data could be fatal."
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PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING
OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE FACULTY YIEMBERS

James 0. Hammons, Ph.D.
Dean of the College

Burlington County College
Pemberton, New.Jersey

The People$Who Staff the People's College is the provOca

tive title of a January 1972 report submitted to the National

Advisory Council for Educational ProfesSions Development by

Dr. Terry O'Banion. In the preface to'the report, he states

(26,i) :'

The quality of'education in the commUnity7junior
college depends primarily on the quality of the
.staff. H CommunityHjUniOr:icolleges can: enroll in
creasing numbers of students4HtheyHcanhouse these
students and,Programs attractive,

avail 'little if their'
'Staffs, ::are and:well prepared
for the uniquetaSk0 assignedthem'by thiS
venture in American educatiOn

He goes on t point out that it is time for the priorities

of tommunity7junior''colleges to shift from concern with quanti-

tative matters such number of students, buildings, and

to a concern for the

institutions.

Without a great deal of difficulty, it would be possible

quality of the staff who serve in

to cite at least twenty or thirty authorities on

faculty development, some dating back

the need for

as 1925. How-

ever, attempting to justify the need for faculty development

would be an insult to the readers of this paper.

interested in other quotations regarding the need for factilty

training, Mike Schafer did an excellent .job of citing these



in his monograph, The Student Role of Teachers: Faculty

Development in the Community College [32, 1-2].)

Before proceeding, it might be useful if I were to define

four terms which will be used throughout the paper. They are

Pre - service Any program of faCulty training conducted

between the time an employment contract is signed 'and

the new teacher begins full-time teaching:

Orientation - A shbrt (normally one-to three'-day) period

of activiies, normally condUcted immediately prior to the

first day of classes, which are designed to assist a new

staff member in becoming familiar with the college and

his role in it

1n-service - Those post-employment activities, sponsored

by the college or pursued by a faculty member, which

attempt to improve his functioning as a faculty member.

Faculty Development - Those pre-service, orientation, and

in-service activities in which new and old faculty partici-

pate in order to improve their functioning as

members.

Assumptions Underlying This Paper.

The assumptions which 0 Banion cited, in support of his case

for increased programs to prepare and upgrade community college

faculty are also quite appropriate for this paper. They are as

follows (26 167-168):

1. Community-junior colleges are special kinds of edu-
cational institutions, in some ways similar to, but
in some ways vastly different from, secondary schools
and four-year colleges and universities.



2. Community-junior college students are special kinds
of students, similar to their counterparts in other
educational institutions, but significantly different
in a:,wide range of charaCteristics

3. There is a great peed, for the great number :of community
college' staff members who are especially qualified
to serve theSe:kinds of studentS in these kinds of in-
stitutions.

4. If the community-junlor college, is to groW in quality
as it has in quantity;- if the needs of minority groups
are to be,metif the undereducated are .to have a
second ChandeLif the needs of businesS industty
and government are to:)DeProvided fOr; if communi7
ties are to be given opportunities for renewal and
rehabilitation;Hif allhuman'beings are to be given
opportunities to' explore, extend, and experience
their ,hopesand dreamS,then it is imperative that
immediate and considerablettention be:given to the
educational needs. of 2those:who, staff :!democracys
college!,.. For if the staff fails, the college fails.,
And if this college fails, this democracy will be
obliged, out of great travailito,:generate other in"
Stitutions to acComplish the proper work of thecom-
Munity-junior-:College.

While' thereare,:some :promising programs currently
available:in universitiesandHcOmmUnity7juniOr
colleges,HprogramsfOr:pre"serViCe and in- service
edUcation-:arembStly nonexistent or inappropriate
where they do exist.,

Imaginative and potentedUcational:,:programs for
community-junior college staff,' supported by the
federal government, state and local governments,
four-year colleges and universities, community-
junior colleges, private foundations, and other
appropriate agencies, must be continued where they
existoand organized and developed where they do not,
if the community, college concept is to survive at
all, much less grow and mature in its contribu-
tions to American society.

To these, I, would add only two, namely:

7. Most communityHcollege faculty members are willing
toiimprove theirteaching,

A successful fadulty deVelopMent program can:be
'conducted:At any community college, deSpite lim

,

ited
Staff or:financial resources:



Recruitment. and Selection

While I'm sure any. Dean of Instruction reading this

would agree that it is, possible to in some way improve the

performance of virtually anyone he might employ, I'm equally

sure that you would all agree that there are some i0,dividuals

with whom it is easier to work, and who are most receptive to

change. In other words, the best facUlty development, program

is no substitute for well planned recruiting proCedures in

which the needs of the institution are carefully defined and

persons recruited and selected to fill those needs

However,: it is not the purpose of:this paper to deal with

recruitment and-selection. For those :interested in additional

reading4'I strongly recommend a publication available from the

InStitute of Higher Education at the University of Florida en-

titled, Guidelines for the Recruitment and Selection of Commun7

ity College Faculty (28).. Written by a Dean OfAcademic Affairs,

it is a succinct and enlightening, document..

Suggestions for Deriving the Content' of a Faculty Development
Program

Before discussing some suggestions from the literature re-

garding what should be the content of a faculty development pro-

gram, it might be well to spend some time thinking about how

one goes about determining the content. Offhand, I can think

of five possible methods:

2. Use a planning team comprised of people who have
been .around awhile.



Specifyitha_knowledge, skillsi and abilities you
desire in a '.faculty member and design a program to
develop these

4. Review the literature and base your program on
what seems to be a consensus.

5. Leave it up tothe 'division or department.

One of these, or some Combination of them should suffice

as the device by which the content'for a faculty deVelopment

program is determined. Each method has its adVantages and dis-

advantageS, and as is true with any procedure, the method of

implementation is crucial. For example, it is one thing' to

circulate a memo to -bias faculty and ask them to indicate what

they would like to see,lncluded in a faculty development pro

graM. It is another to list several-items, leave space for

them to add others, and-:then ask them to rank these in order

of their need.

The advantage in surveying faculty:is an obviouS one; a.

prOgram designed around the needs of participant's is much more

likely to succeed. The'disadvantage,in this method IieS in

the:possible differences between evidenced faculty needs and

institutional Also, faculty tend to be ratIlei' parochial

in their:vieWs.

The use of a facuIty:planning team haS the :obvious advan:-

tage of faculty participation and, if there is administrative

representation on the committee, faculty-administration commun-

ication is facilitated thus avoiding the possible discrepancy

between faculty and administration perception which some authors

have noted (16). Also, if the planning team consists of people

who have been at the institution for sometime, and know the



ilri's7tit'Ition:4 you can normaTTy assume the topics selected

w 1l be reLevant. The disadvantage of a planning committee

i the disadvantage of any committee -- increased time require-

Using a behaVioral: design whereby content is designed to

provide each participant with the knoWledge, skills, and atti-

tudes which someone in the institution has specified, appears

a logical way of insuring that time and resources are maximally

utilized. However,: few institutions are sufficiently clear

regarding the behaVior they wish their faculty to evidence

and fewer still would be competent at a program to

facilitate this. Another possible diffiCulty with this method

of determining content is the lack of faculty invOlvementj

leading to ,the question of indoctrination versus development.

A review of the literature will yield many useful items,

and an enterprising researcher couldno doubt atrange,these'in

sane sort of frequency AistrLbution which coUldbe:.,eferred, to

in selecting topics.., HOweve= while this method might be use

furl. in producing a shopping list, there is no assn once that

faxcitity development.,programszed on it woul&-prepare faculty

tO].:Ifilnotion effectively in "ate- particular college.

The last=method:mentioneid-for determining content

of delegating this to the department/division level. Although

diversity may result from this route, provincialism, dualism,

needless duplication of effort, and inadequacy are more, likely

results. This is the method normally used in senior colleges

and universities and may explain why students experience so

frustrations



My own recommendation is a combination of-all these with

one significant addition--the educational divelopment officer

.(EDO), a new staff member dreamed up by the folks at the

National Laboratory for Higher Education. lideally, he is a

staff (not line) fficer, responibIe:tot4 Dean of Instruc7

tion for such things as faculty pre- service orientation, and

in-service training, curricular and instructional develOpment,

and evaluation, etc. If your institution 4 fortunateenough.

to have such an individual, he is :certainly the logical choice.

By appointment of an advisory committee to assist the EDO,

faculty input will be assured: in the creatiqp of a survey instru-

ment (based on the literature and on the negidS of the institu-

tion) which can be used to inventory thelleqlds of faculty. The

EDO should be familiar enough with the hmstitution an&Lits

heeds to insure that the resultant:program is relevant to both

faculty and institutional :needs Further, 1Te::willA5-ealale to

convert the data from.thei into measux.able:petfarmance:

objectives, design -.programs to achieve thesq objectivea17-

uate the results, and make:Changes based on feedback. :-He should

also insure that there is sufficient division/department in-

volvement to meet their unique needs, while insuring .thy: :all

participants receive certalia. common elements

Suggested Content fo.naTacUlty Development' Program

of

In reviewing the literature, I was

writing about what might be included

program.

surprised at:the amount

in a faculty development

n fact, there was so much that I had difficulty orga-

nizing it. Finally to facilitate its use by you, I decided to

group what I found according to four time categories.
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The first: category deals with what might be done between

the time a faculty member signs a contract and the time he re-

ports for orientationlor other faculty pre7service activities.

The second category, deals with facdlty orientation, or the

normal one to threeday prOgraM immediately preceding the be7

ginning of classes.

The thirdcategor,y describes what might occur if an insti-

tution chose to offer:a two..to three...week pre- ,service faculty

training program for new faculty in the period immediately pre-

ceding the beginning rnf

The final category describes some suggestions for

activities which:AWould:be Offered to both Old and new

:faculty during the school year

Assisting: a new -faculty member in adjusting to allneW,,sit-

uation shouldn't wait 'until he arrives for the first day of

faculty orientation, or pre-service training. Tor example,

when,a new faculty member accepts 'a position with BuriaTngton,

he is immediately.sentt a package containing a map of the county,

a state park and menneation guide, faculty handbook, county

municipal tax rates,. school information, faculty dkretory,

catalog, facdlty association collective bamgainingAmatract,

and .information regarding housing. Since 'housing ismiot

plentiful in our service area,

local papers. In addition, tentative course assignments are

made and copies of texts, course syllabi learning packages,

etc., are sent. The library contacts him for book and period-

ical requests. The personnel office furnishes information



beginning sates of health insurance. Feedback from faculty

indicates that these courtesies have been appreciated and

serve to cgalvey an attitude which says, "We cafe about you."

Orientation programs are described in some detail in the

literature. Some of the ideas gleaned from it are get-ac-

quainted sqcial activities (board, administration, old and new

faculty), tours of the community, meetings with students, dis-

the exist-cussions about the faculty's role in gOvernance and

ing Committee-struCture,a question"andanswer session on the

faculty hapdbook, seminars on business and personnel policies

affecting 'tacultT, a preSentation on institutionaigoals and

objectives wand the facultys role in abcOmpliShIng -these, in

stitutibnai problems, outstanding features of the±nstitution,

student data, introduCtion to the student personnl. services

staff, exp1anation,of the faculty advising role, _review

regularly Aqsed forms and procedures, assistance available in

preparing and using instructional materials, grading prac-

tices etc.

Unfortunately, only one article could be found describing

institutional attempts to conduct a two/three week program of

pre-service training for new faculty (10) probably because

few collels have attempted this Consequently the discus-

sion which follows is based solely on the experience of the

author in planning, conducting, and evaluating three such pro-



program for all new faculty is much to be preferred over a two-

three day orientation program. Due to time limitations, the

-
latter becomes a "talk" session, while the former can be struc-
tured as a ,Work" shOp in 'WhichLmew faculty are actually in-

volved in '"doinq" things- Th.e cost is militnimal. At Burlington,

we havejJaaevloped and validr4-da two -week program Which is: re

quired far.: :a34 new faculty.. Payment is on the same basis as

for overload teaching, mhicheragesout to $225.00 per week.

This $45D0 .:aa per facUlty melatardsnethaps the best spent money

a:: the college. During a faculty member:

1- TE-Jarris how.tatwrE.te-measurable_learning objectives
srnE. matching =I...ter:icon test items .

M2±Etes a self-71-ns1.1LuctIonal Learning

3. Dem-clops a course layal-a;bus.

package.

4- Becomes familiar with procedures for fully utilizing
-I-17re considerable tzilen-Fs of &rather extensive learn-
ing resources staff-

5 . "tcchecked out on 'the. use of those audiovisual aids
azahi control deviorsed in the various instructional
liar was

Ts given actual expF.rience in the
techniques.

Becomes conversant regarding the history. and philos
ophy of community -colleges in general and ours in_par-
tricular.

. Becomes familiar with the goals and objectives of.
community colleges in general and ours in particular.

Becomes familiar with the nature of community college
students as compared to four-7year college students
and is briefed on known data about the students in
our college.

10. Meets other faculty in his division and, working with
his division chairman, becomes familiar with divisional
policies and procedures.



11. Through a question andanswa:m period,: becomes quite
familiar with college and procedures (an
extensive faculty handbook :iils-the vehicle used for
this )

12. Becomes familiar with
munity at large.

-facilities and the com-

13. Is acquainted with meMbp1r*tEthe student personnel
staff and their function

14. Is acquainted with many curt tilie unique featUres and
instructional innovatEmn-s7,4'af the college.'

At the end of thiS twokt he has one week be7

fore classes begin.: This one ;wee -f.f (at no pay) was init-

iated thiS past year, based on,:aaLidckfrom the preceding

year By the time c]a'ses begiEnv, be, Ls well on his way to-

ward:becoming a full contribut12.4i*ex of the faculty.

FaCulty evaluations have bemarlrnmrWhelmingly positive to-

ward thispractiCeandwe plan .t:cvo.m.eilitinue it.' If you are con--

sidering moving in this directkono,;Zziould offer a feW sug7

geStionsl

1. Plan get7acquainted carefully. WP
used:oOnsultantsfroMthonal Trainingj,abora-
torieS year, thenur-zoamstaff the next. Get-
tingeVeryone to know one: .-c..her the first day is
critical.

2. Conduct the workshop as ymm want faculty to conduct
their classes. Our institution is heavily systems
oriented, and many classes are completely individ-
ualized. This is the model we have tried to emulate
in our pre-service program_

3. Involve returning faculty =ambers. We make it op-
tional for them to parti-cipm:te, and find that they
drop in and out.

4. InvOlve: at least a few students. It is amazing hoW
pPSitiyely both :students :and:.:±acultY react::tothis.



5. As a general rule, avoid the use of consultants
who come in, make a speech, and leave.

6. Avoid those things which are traditionally dOne in
orientation programs, sUchas long weicomespeeches
by the president or board chairman. Instead, have
them' become active participant's in some section of
the program.'

., Establish a timetable and tick to it unless valid
feedback indicates, Otherwise,

8. ProVide plenty of free time when faculty can attend,
to personal matters, and work on getting ready for
the'beginning of classes.

9. Insure that the faculty realize the importance
attached toHthe workshop by spending themaximum
tithe ,in thewOrkshop. Insure:your departMentidivi-
sion chairmen do likewise.- A qood rule to:follow
is no obs6rversonly participantS.

10. Insure that any staff memberinvolved:in theworkshop
is thoroughly prepared and Well:Organized.' T still
remember a director ,of:'personnel (no longer with us)
whooccupied an'entire,morninettingneCessary pay -
roll lormS 'completed When twenty minutes would have
sufficed.

11. Create, an open atmosphere at the very beginning and
encourage constant feedback.

12. Don't expect too little from the two weeks. I have
constantly had to withstand well meaning efforts to
reduce the amount of material covered when evalua-
tions from participants indicated otherwise.

13. Assign responsibility for planning implementing,
and evaluating the workshop to one person and give
him the necessary authority.

14. Be prepared to say "no" to requests for "time to
speak to the new faculty." You wouldn't believe
the people who want thirty.minutes with them.

I would go on, but this should give you an idea of what

can be done. I urge you to plan

budge

for this in your next year's

service activities. In general, almost every community college



does something which might qualify as in-service training;

However, few have developed a planned in-service program.

The following listing of possible components if1 an in-service

program is taken in large part from the wOrkJoy O'Banion

cited earlier '(26, 195-201)'.

1. InStitutes 7 Usually four to eight weeks long:and
normally held in the 'summer,- they are quite popular
with faculty, espeCially when graduate credit is
given..., participants often learn 'a great deal from
each 'otherHbecaUse different colleges 'from different
states are represented.

2. Short-Term Workshops in contrast to institutes,
workshops usually focus on a more specific topic
and are of shorter duration. These are most appro-
priate for introducing new ideas or for implementing
new approaches. and devices. In, the past, they have
been very helpful in keening staff tip to date re-
garding innovations and new developments in community
college education.

Staff Retreats :7 In recent years this technique has
gained:pOpularity. It normally involveSgetting:AWay
from :camp40 .foraHfew days to.:concentrate.:on a small
number:of topics 11'hey-:Hare, sometimes restricted to
a small grOup,' other times:C011egewide4 including
boar&meMbers..

. On-Campus Continuing Seminars -`Some colleges offer
in-house on-campus seminars or courses to help de-
velop special staff understandingr.or kills. At
Burlington County College, staff members can enroll
in special in-service courses that are designed to
develop instructional materials and methods. Staff
who successfully complete a program of this type
receive credit which counts toward promotion.

Extension Courses Some colleges which are conven-
iently located near a graduate school sponsor on-
campus graduate. courses. Most often, these are
courses such as community college history and phil-
osophy, community college curriculum and instruction,
etc.

. Conventions and Professional Meetings - Although gen-
erally not as effoctive as longer term, more focused
in-service programs, conventions and professional
meetings are important parts of any well designed in-
service program. Prom personal experience, perhaps

-9.5-



the greatest advantage is the chance to get away
from Campus forH a day or someetnew-peoplev
compare notes, and gain a new derspective.'

Visitation8 7-Visits to other colleges to observe
and review educational programs are often quite
ef,fectivein stimulating programs and'staff develop,
Ment. A hidden value is ,that staff.often find how'
green the grass is at home..

Use of Packaged Programs - One means for conducting
an in-house seminar is to use a packaged program.
For example, there are two very good slide-tape
series on improving instruction, one entitled
Vimcet (37) and the other PPIT (27). Often, a col-
lege can, over a period o1 years generate its own
series, by recording consultants' presentations and
"canning" presentations.

Professional Library A time-honored, but often
overlooked approach to in-service, is through Pro-
fessional reading. In the past few years, the amount
and equality of literature on the community college
and improved teaching techniques has increased enor-f
mously. Place on a single open shelf in the library
some of the significant books about higher education
and call faculty attention to them. Many faculty
members will be surprised to learn that there are
some.

10. Faculty Exchange Programs - One potentially important
means for staff deveLapment is an exchange program.
However, because of administrative inability to re-
solve problems about housing, travel allowances, etc.,
it has not been used to any extent.

These are some of themajor: in- service approaches, to faculty

developMent. I m sure that many of you have other ideas and

hope that you will feeI:free to share them with the group.

Problems

There are a 'nUmber of minor problems and a few major ones

which can effectively kill a program of faculty development.

The first, and perhaps the most serious problem is the

lack of reinforcement for faculty participation in faculty d

velopment. Salary increases tied to graduate credits rather



than improving one's abilities as a teacher insure that fac-

ulty give priority to the former.

Another problem is the belief on the part df many faculty

that college _teaching is an art that cannot be taught. This

belief is becoming less difficult to dispel as more and more

new teachers realize that graduate school may have prepared

them in what to teach, but not how.

Recently, in some states, clauses have been written into

collective bargaining contracts which severely limit the number

of meetings whiCh faculty can be expected to attend. Where

this has happened, the glare of publicity 'maylpe necessary to

cause union leaders to adopt a more reasonable ,position at the

bargaining table.

The inability of institutions to conduct and evaluate effec-

tive faculty development programs is another problem. Often,

the most competent person for this job, the Dean of Instruction,

is unable to find time for the task. If there is no Educational

Development Officer or Assistant Dean who can do the job; it

doesn t,get done. Considering the importance of this mat7

ter, it might be time for Deans of Instruction to reexamine

their priorities.

Lack of time on the part of faculLy is perhaps the most

common complaint. I suspect it would disappear if (1) the

faculty perceived faculty development activities to be impor-

tant in the eyes of the administration (2) the programs were

worthwhile, and (3) pFrc_icipation was tied th the reward system.

-48-



The last problem, and probably the most important one,

is the general belief among administrators that the above road-

blocks are too great to overcome, or that the results which

might follow are not important enough to warrant developing a

program to overcome the roadblocks. Part of the solution lies

in greater recognition on the part of adMinistration of the

need for, and value of 'faculty development programs.. One

possible source of the problem is that administrators generally

do not realize how helpful certain practices can be until they

try them (217).

Evaluation Program

If time and money are to be spent in faculty development

Trograms, the results should be evaluated. Conducting programs

is based on the assumption that the results will be desirable,

and this assUmption should be tested. However, determining re-

sults is not always easy, even when objectives have been speci-

fied in advance. It is quite possible that results may be due

to factors other than the program.

Any eValuatiOn Should examine:both affectiVe and cognitive

behavior change and tO detedt change, pre; -tests and poStHtests

are necessary, thus Creating the need for carefully designed

instruments In developing these, don't restrict items to

easily scored objectivie7type questions. Open-ended questions

like the folloWing

.- In what..:waysas the program helpful to you as you
beginadjUstingtoyoUr new :role as a community
collegefacU4ymember?

Please :give your .impressionS, on the rolepf a faculty
member' at'L, ,'College as, compared the
role of facult member in alour-year

be very revealing:



3. Did you gain any useful information on the two-
year college student?

4. How will this be of use to you in your teaching?

5. What was of most value to you?

Changes in grade distributions, lowered faculty turnover

rates, student evaluations of faculty, innovative proposals

submitted, these may all yield indications of change toward

desired ends. However, faculty development, like teaching,

is a .purposeful activity. If the ol-jectives are stated in

advance, then it is possible to design proqrams to accomplish

them.

Recommendations

Suggestions regarding faculty development have been scat-

tered throughout this paper. What this section attempts to do

is summarize some of the more important features.

The first of these is that measurable objectives be estab-

lished'for all faculty development activities.. If you don't

know where your're going, how will you know how to get there?

And equally important, when yOu get there?

Award institutional credit toward

tion, etc. , for successful completion of faculty development

activities. This, more than an ne item, shows the emphasis--

the institution places on faculty development.

Involve faculty and students in the planning and implemen-

tation of faculty development activities wherever possible.

concerned with feelings and attitudes as much if

not more than acquiSition of-facts. :Consequently, opportunities



in both larcie and sma4l groups should be provided for discus-

sing and questioning information presented.

The program shou4d be evaluated using both cognitive and

affective measures.

In large part, airoid structuring faculty development on

divisional or departmont basis.

Be surEt prospec4ve staff are informed in advance about

the emphasis, placed on faculty development activities and are

aware that they will kte expected Participate in them.

Make faculty deVqlopMent. programs as intellectually Stimu-

lating as most graduae courses.

Tie successful cmpletion of a planned program of faCuity

development to the revard system of the institution (merit, sal-

ary, promotion, releaqed time, publicity', etc.) . In fact,

why not estOolish'a ltst of proficiehcies fOr each rank sim-

ilar to those used at PaSsaic Community College in New Jersey?

When a faCulty member feels that he possesses these profi7

ciencies, he can be tq,Sted, and if he passes, promoted. Re-

:lated to this what ig there to prevent' an institution from

establishing measurablecriteria for, tenure?

Provide time for faculty development activities during

regular chool hours-where possible.

Include funds for faculty development in the regular oper-

ating budget of the college.

Establi,$h specific criteria for evaluation of individual

involVement in faculty-development activities.

Assign ;responsibility for faculty deyelopMent programs

and insure that adequate authority is similarlyHveSted..
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AcCoiumOdation of diversity is rarely an actual function

of any bureaucratic organization, be it business or educational.

The observation of most specialists organization theory is

tbat colleges ,th&univensities ate wig the most poOrly or-

Ipani ed awa:man'aged American instit 710.

Our present educational system functions effectively for

a minority of students who entollVii#ITOut academic deficiencies.

FQT those uith tducatianal,Aeficiewci or vastly different

cUltural backgrOunds, the system is dysfunctional, with drop-

out statistics running as high as 75% for these groups:during

theii. first year of study..

Our present educational s4stem has been developed to nano,-

officietVaY. 1/.4 designed policies, manuals,

procedures, Services 'and systvia. Aowever after these have

been deVaoped,. 'there is often rOng tendency to :lock into

them,. These problems are esply devastating in theopen-

door community c011egeS..and tecal institutes.. 'Established

'practices tend to negate the currment commitment to equality

of educational oppOttunity and to accountability for students

learning. With increasing frequency two7yeat institutions `'have

cited as their di lemma that students are being :admitted to and

often recruited by them without the institution having



instructional programs and supporting administrative poli-

cies to accommodate the fundamental learning problems of

these students. Many complex problems have emerged, at the

center of which is the apparent need for significant modi-

fications in traditional methods of instruction.

Many institutions are proposing to solve the problem of

the wide range of student backgrounds and differential learn-

g rates by implementing a systematic approach to the individ-

ualization of instruction which requires instructors ta develop

a series of instructional units. This direction has merit,

but the switch from existing practices may well be dotted with

instructor discontent and frustration, student disorientation,

community and parental misunderstanding, and administrative con-

fusion.

Another dimension of this situation is the feelings and

attitudes that the community college movement professes to have

in-relation to students. It is often claimed-that one of the

unique elements of the community college is its concern with

the individual student and his successful progress. Too often,

however, in the same institution there exists a difference be-

tween the sometimes almost maudlin feelings of caring for each

individual student and the practices and organization of the

institution--the outward expression that'students interpret as

representing our feelings. Simpiyrstated, the educational goal

felt and valued is not being achieved,by current instructional

practice. Changing instructional practices and supporting



administrative policies can be viewed as an attempt at prob-

lem solving. ]n order to be congruent, care or concern for

the student as an individual must be translated into an outward

expression which is reflected in the design of our instructional

programs and t1e specification of our administrative policies.

Failure to do so makes the community college just one more un-

fulfilled educEhtional promise.

outward

expression

Area for
change to achieve
congruence

Closing tke gap between where an institution is and where

it wants to be with respect to instruction demands two major'

efforts: (1) ranaging change and (2) organizing the human en-

ergy behind thy, goals and purposes of instruction. Fordyce

and Weil (1971) illustrate the problem by contrasting energy

flow in congruq,nt and incongruent organizations.

In a snapshot view, an idea] organization may resemble
water gliciling through a straight pipe; or it may look
like rows of galley slaves stroking the sea hard and
rhythmically; or like a man and his team ploughing a
field. TILe collective energy--of the separate drops
of water, of the men and their oars, of the farmer,
his beasts,, and his plough--flows in one direction.



If we snap the shutter on an unhealthy organization,
we get a very different picture of energy flow:

energy in )"4

energy out

Here a tremendous amount of energy pours into the system
at the one end, but the real output dribbles out a
pipette. Most of the strength, talent, wisdom, fprce,
liveliness, inventiveness, and joy of people is dissi-
pated internally.'

The primary focus of this paper is upon planned change.,,

The question of how to focus humanenergy on institutional goals

is beyond the scope of this paper, But certainly part of this

effort is connected with the employment of organizational strat7-

egies which allow for purposive involvement of all constituents

in determining institutional goals. The primary function o'll;

alert leadership is to focus human energy on purpse7-the good

leader is the person who can organize the most energy and effort

behind organizational purpose

is mutual goal determination.

developed a useful strategy.2

In order to

and goals. One useful technique

this area George A. Baker has

focus on_some critical steps involved in the

process of change,it is useful to raise four questions. What

needs to change? Who needs to change? What are some of the

reasons for resisting change? How do we plan for change?

What Needs to Change?

In effecting instructional change three areas of development

will be explored: knowledg e skills and attitudes. The
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recognition and concern with development in each of these three !

areas has :implicationslfor the types of in- service and pre-service

staff training programs which could be designed. In. the first

area, increasing knowledge:concerning aSpects of the proposed

Change4 one dimension would merely be having the persons affetted

by 'he change-becOme familiar with the terminology associated

With the change. Terms such as "criterion test," nonpunitive

grading," "instructional objectives, "redirection and:recycling

of students," need to be Understood so that Confusion and mis:-

understanding over their t x,:-

cess of the change. The area of skill development builds on the

knowledge base. After one h.nows what thE components of in-

structional objectives are, how do you develop and sequence

them? How do you write criterion test items?

ri

Construct rele-

vant learning activities? Collect and use appropriate data to

revise the instructional materials? Another facet skill de-

velopment is in the area of what could be termed management of

meaning does not interfere with the

self-Taced instruction.: Hol-,vdoes one contend with students be-

ginning and finishing a course atdifferent times? With the

changing role of the faculty member? Basic to:the .change to a

more individualized:Or self7paced instructional program is often

A significant' attitudinal change - -a change to believing' that

high: percentage of studentS in any clasS can learn if:they are

giVen enough time and the appropriate of help,BenjaMin

Bloom's premise.

Who NeedS :to:Change?

This question will be examined with respect to the levels
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of change mentioned above. Students have to change with re-

spectto'their attitudeS, knowledge, and skills, To:effect,

such a Change,. students' conception of what constitutes a "c

lege education" needs to change. A dollege education" does

not necessarily mean listening to lectures and taking notes.

Under indiVidualied

variety of Ways.:

nstrk..::ti (-IA it could mean learning in a

tapes, slide sequences, field trips,

small group discussions. Students, too, have to understand

what the components of the instructional system are, such as

objectives, and what their importance is in the changed instruc-

tional program.: Students need to comprehend the relationships

between the

between

different componentssuch. as the one that exists

the instructional objectives and the criterion tests.

n the area of skill development students must accept ,that, they

are responsible for pacing and directing their own learning.

They are responsible for managing their time, for developing

their own schedule for dompleting course material--skills that

need to be developed if learning throughout life is to be accom-

plished.

Library and media personnel also need to change with re-

spect to their attitudes, skills, and knowledge. They have to

be aware of the new materials -- book and nCn-book-77to work with,

ithe faculty member who is trying to create current and effective

They can help the institution manage self-

paced instruction by implementing a "learning resources center ",

Concept. A center which allows for a free flow Of materials and



:equipment to faculty and students and which makes space avail,-

able to students where they can apply in independent study

their own "learning how to learn" skills.

The faculty is the key ,group that needs to make changes in

attitudes, skills-, and knowledge. Like students, faCulty Merri

bers have to change their basic conception of "cOliege" and

what it means to "teach." Teaching does not have

instructor in front of the students, rather it can

to be the

be the faculty

member Structuring situations where students can interact with

the necessary materials and person's, Skills in managing in-!

dividuailZed instruction: for the faculty member are crucial--

how does a faculty, member structure his program so that stu-

:dents can be at different:pointsin the course, so thatstu-
:.

dents can enter or complete a course at various times during;

the year Since there:: are more one -to -one situations with the

faculty member and one student Or a small group of students-,

the faculty member has to develop skills in better relating to

students on Ha more inforMal basiSapoSiti-on that is

ening to many faculty members.

threat

Administrators, too, have to make changes

skills, and knowledge in order to make the

alized instruction effective.

in attitudes,

One area of change is

thinking of faculty evaluation proce dutes-.

implementing institutional:changes:Which

effectiveness of the

individu-

the re--

Another area is

would enhande the

program: changes in grading policies,

realistic designation of faculty loads removal of time con-

straints on learning.



Other groups such At boArd of trustees, oounselbrs and

recruiters', parents ad community persons, and office and sup-

portstaff need to be considered if the total change is to be

effective Allneed tc ,A:iderstandthe changing nature of the

institution and, like facUlty',. stUdent8:.broaden their, concop.-

tion of what "college education" could consist of

What Are Some of the Reasons for Resisting Change?

A look at some of the reasons behind resistance to such

change would be useful in order that fbme of the pitfalls

be avOided in the-change process

The objeCtiVet

situation

of the change are, not clear.

could

I n this people are just given what they should

do and none of the reasons for making the change. Changes

should be specific as well as clear tothOte

2. The people involved in the change are not invOlvetd in

the planning process.

This could be lessened by having task forces repretenting'

different target groups involved in the change responsible for

managing certain facets of the change. These groups have spe-

cific responsibilities and are temporary. When the change is

effected the task force is disbanded

3. The rewards for changing are not seen as adequate.

In this regard many institutions give faculty members 1"e7

leased time for course deyelopment or special reimbursetent

when a course is developed. payment'duringthe summer for what

would normally be a summer session itanother method being used



Other institutions allow faculty memberS to submit proposals

And competi:a for funds in a Special "instructional development"

categOry of the:budget.

4. People are Afraid, of failure.

To lessen this as a reason behind resistande,adequate train-7

ing is necessary in t4e areas of course development and manage-

ment of individualized instruction. Also, it:is helpful to cre-

ate an atmOSphere Where failure is not embarrassing and o.k. to

allow people to try a new idea on' a temporary basis. Given

to discdss their' experiences with aprogram Idea, most fac-time

ulties will buy a useful strategy..

5. People do not trust the initiator Of the change.

Here it is necessary to cOnsider whether an internal or an

external change:agent shOUld be usech: Usually acombination of

both internal and external persons is most effective. SoMetimes

the internal "change agent is a respected faCulty member who hAs..

the confidende of the faculty and the bacground to relate'to

It is often overwhelming to have many established proce

dures and poliCieschanged at once. There gets to be a feeTing

on campus of change just: for the ,sake Of change or "here we go

again!. There needs to be abalance between changes needed and

the personal security needeOby the people involved. A changing

environment can be fun, :but it:i.SalSo frighteningly different.

Imagine how a faculty member would feel if he learned::that by

next fall there is going to be a change in the grading policy,
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the semester sc°,1eduling, class attendance :regulations, that z,In

accountability policy will be inStituted, and that all the 11

istructional programs will be self-paced! Actually a good model:

for change would be similar to designing a self-paced instruc-

tional sequencefrom the simple to the complex and step by step.

7. People need to be dissatisfied to perceive the need

for change.

If people are satisfied with the existing situation, the

management of change is extremely difficult. An example could

be the faculty member who thinks that it is his job to "weed

out" the "less able" student and continually fails

his students. In many instances a good deal of experimental ex-

-pbsure must prefaCe change attempts.- Take, your facUlty to, another

.institution where

in operation.': innovative person on your staff and give

him some extra incentive to design a course. Bring in outside

consultants to make talks, show and discuss films, share ideas

,and expose the faculty to some of the useful concepts L change

e.g. problem solving, improved student learning.

One thing to remember in instituting change is that-more

often than not people are not resisting the change, they are

resisting the way the change is managed.

How Do We Plan for Change?

In planning for any ma.-jdr-change it is often helpful to

consider the questions that one might ask himself if he were

beginning on a trip.



J. Where are we now? Researching such questions ash

How many:Students are staying in school? How many are corypleting

.their:intended curricular program? How many courses are veil:

organized and presented? What is our reputation as a colLege?

2. Where do we want to go? 'Here list goals 'and'

Alsoi consider at this point the assumptions-HthoSe giVerill over

which you have no control but which ipfluence your behaviglr

(market demands) . Be cautious not to list things as give/1s

when.indeed you can have Control, over them. Don't let th4,s be

a "cop out" from attempting the change.

3. How are we going to get there? When considering this

question decisions are made about strategies and the timeloable

of individualizing instruction or just one department' at 1):ime

in a type of pilot project? Do administrators institute.91hanges

such as grading and scheduling first, or do they wait until the

need is felt by the faculty before proposing a change? 19 the

instriii-1--;onl program to completely self -paced in thre9

years? Five years?

4. Who is going to drive? This question involves t e leader-

ship of the proposed change. Is the Dean of Instruction espon-

sible for monitoring the change? Is it necessary to crease a

of "faculty deyelopment'' Ox "instructional deVEilop7:

nancing the change are Considered. ' Aire federal funds available
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of these resistances by drawing attention to strategies for

managing change. Also, a framework for institutional planning

was outlined which could be useful to an institution in imple-

menting an innovative instructional program or managing other

changes which affect the institution as a whole or sub-groups

within it
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SUMMARIES OF SPECIAL INTEREST DISCUSSION
GROUPS (the following is an edited version
ofthe notes of the recorders on points
discussed by the Special Interest Groups.)



IMPLICATION OF STARTING A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION

Dr. Harmon Pierce
Burlington County.College
Pemberton, N. J.

Recorders:
Dr. Saul' Orkin
Somerset Community College
Somerville, N. J.

. Approximately two-thirds of the group are in the process

of implementing a systems approach to instruction. Of the

remaining one-third most plan to implement a systems ap-

proach soon.

2. Problems and cautions mentioned by deans who were present

are as follows:

a.

c.

Implementation by edict is not effective and creates
dissension.

Outside consultants are valuable.

Funds should be set aside for faculty released time
to develop materials.

In initiating asyStemS,approach, a realistic view of
time constraints' must be taken.

. Differences among various departments must be recognized.
It might pay to begin in one or two departments rather
than across the board.

f. Evaluating the effectiveness of your efforts is impor-
tant.

are new concepts requiring

h. Support and production facilities for in-house soft-
ware must be provided.

i. A "machine only" or "packaged programming only" ap-
proach won't work. A mixture of formats or modes is
best.

Don't forget student orientation to the new approach
is needed.



Orient potential faculty to what you expect before
they are hired.

1. Initially', faculty morale may be adversely affected.
This is due to several factors,: ':systems:willrequire
more effort:onther part, they are teachingi in ways
they have`not taught before, or in ways, they have not
experienced themselves. More of what they are ,doing,
is:Subject to eValUatiOn and there will be a natural
resistance: to any change'.

m. Setting up controlled experiments within the insti-
tution (and follow-up studies) to truly evaluate pro-
grams is critical, yet few institutions are equipped
to do this

n. Be prepared to cope with the "humanist" versus "be-
haVidriSt11, arguments.

A clear definition of 'systems" is seldom fully com-
municated.

Expect strong faculty resistance, expecially in the
humanities and social science areas. Some areas,
like business, secretarial science, math, science,
physical education, and the technical-vocational areas,
will make much faster progress.

The whole concept of systems in education is new and
has not been perfected with regard to teaching-learn-
ing or management. Consequently, there are few good
models to follow.

r. host deans of instruction are not prepared' to' "manage
the change process

The role of the department or division chairman is
critical in the change process most are not adequately
prepared to fulfill traditional roles, much less the
new roles expected of them.

t. Can we use a "rural sociology model" for the time-
consuming process of implementing change?

The "radical adopter"--few followers
The "early adopters"--good examples
The "peer spreaders"--growth group
The "cynics"--always some
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u. Don't ask faculty to initially write "Magerian objec-
tives". Instead, encourage them to 'try to define
some relatively simple objectives. Create an inves-
tigative attitude among staff rather than exactly
defining what they are to do - a la Mager.

The faculty must be intimately involved with materials
development. Don't bring in specialized staff to do
the job for them at the very beginning. Specialized
staff are best utilized as consultants for faculty and
in the production areas.

w. Process and product are closely interrelated.

x. 'feedback*7analyzewhy objectiVes, aren't :metbut:
don't create defenSiveness and doh't create polarities
within the staff.

Some, colleges had purchased hardware prematurely and
complained that it wasn't being used

several deans:mentioned some things they h ctlound whic

helped

a. ,Proyide rewards for faculty WhO prOduce. These can
be mOnetary, but need not be

. A merit pay system based upon evaluation of faculty
performance, contribution to clblege7and community
Ahd'Student learning, is helpful.

Provide instructional support services.fnr fAdulty.

. *Don't be too rigid in systems application. All the
answers are not in all arguments are not settled.

Faculty training through workshops, such as those
sponsored by the National Laboratory for Higher Educa
tion may help to accelerate change.

. Several colleges have Educational Development Officers
whose primary function is to assist faculty in improv-

,ing instruction.

Develop different ways of calculating faculty load in
order to take into consideration the unique ways in
which, ,faculty are functioning-in a sYstems approach.
Otherwise, you may inadvertently "punish" innovators.



DIFFERENT GRADING SYSTEMS

Recorders
Dr. Donald F. Mortvedt
C:,llege of the Mainland
Texas City, Texas

Mr. Terrence A. Tollefson
National Laboratory for

Higher Education
Durham, North Carolina

1. One participant described the Santa Fe (Florida) nonpunitive

grading system. whereby the:.grade of F has-been abolished.

Instead the X grade is used :tO'indicate a student has not

satisfactorily Completed course requirements It was re-

ported that this was done partiallyAoecaUse of a feeling

that students should not be

of their:acadeMiC lives.

burdened with F's for the rest

Someone indicated that Santa F

initially had some problems with this in that the University

of Florida converted their X grade to F.

. Another participant asked why the grade of NC (no credit)

could not be used for the same purpose.

3 . It was suggested

. The

. The

that there are two categories of failure:

student who can't make it
student who dc?esn't do anything

There is often no way to differentiate between the two

types of failure in a nonpunitive grading system.

Someone else suggested that the same results as achieved

by Santa Fe nonpunitive system could be achieved under

a more traditional grading system by allowing withdrawals
,

during the first 14 weeks. This prompted a discussion re-

garding whether or not an instructor can or should withdraw



. It was felt that there should be- agreement between a. stu-

dent and his teacher before a grade of."incomplete" was

given.

6. The functions of grading were discussed and it was felt

that there were five:

Screening of students for colleges and universities

b. roviding business and industry with some measure of
chievement

c. Satisfy Students' needs to know how they are doing

d Need of faculty to evaluate and/or fail students

e. Expressed need of studentS to be 'ranked"

. Various types of grading systems were discussed. These

included:

. Pass-fail

. Other non-traditional or nonpunitive grading systems

c. Criterion-referenced--with different criteria being
established for different grades (A, B, C, etc.)

. Conventional A, B C, D,

Several of those'present indicated that they used the

grades of WI, W and I. A discussion of how theSe grades

were 'used ensued.

WI: refers to Withdrew- Incomplete

WP refers to !WithdreWpaSsing

:I is normally used to refer to Incompleteand is given
Npf.hen a stUdentneeded a little mdre.-timetocomPlete
course reguireinents
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Some felt that the WI should remain on the record even

if the student Completed the course later. Others felt

it should not remain on the record and thaeit should not

be averaged into the student's GPA.

A point made was that the D as normally used gives no

clear indication of "a student's having learned anything.

10. The question was asked about where the pressu::'e for chang-

ing. the grading system came fi.om.
;,

11. Another person asked if there was any research on the

effect of different grading sysbems.on student motivation.

12. It was pointed out that in some universities, like Michigan

State, students can repeat a course, keep only their

best grade.

13. The results" of f011owup studies of graduates of "systems

institutions were discussed. 'These studies indidate that

the students tenied to do no better and no worse after

transf,.1r than before.

14. One issue discussed but never resolved was the queztion

of whether a student has the right to fail.

15. Someone,suggested that an A, F3, C, system be used for

.

transfer students and a' P-F for career students, to whiCh

someone replied that that was all.right if you-were sure

that the student wouldn't change his:mind.



ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS PLANS FOR
ORGANIZING THE INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS

RecorderS:
Sister Eleanor Harrison
Cullman College
CUilman, Alabama

Dr. Bob Miller
Tarrant County Junior College
Fort Worth, Texas

Division chairmen should function both as educational

development officers and as administrators.

A distinction

with department

was made between department and division

chairmen being d fined as persons

usually responsible for only one disciplin ,vld division

persons responsible for more than one discipline.

3. In order to properly fulfill their functions as specified

in Ol above division and department chairmen

be expected, to, teach a full load.

should not

. Some of the

occupational programs

organizational patterns

transfer

programs, and continuing education.

tional pattern depends on the institution.

Roles of the department and division chairmen should be

defined according to the needs of the college, expectations

of faculty, and the role expectations of the chairmen.

Each institution should attempt to resolve the ,Cluestion o

whether a department or division chairman should be an

administrator or a faculty member.
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. Department and division chairmen are mid-management per-

sons and are thus greatly in need of in-service training.

8. In institutions having a union, it is best to have depart-

ment and division chairmen defined as administrators.

9. In negotiations the needs of mid-management people are

sometimes given little attention.

10. Deans and other administrators are not as free to negotiate

as unions. We may need an AFA (American Federation of

Administrators).

Do, you: elect a, departmentchairman or do you appoint him?

Advantages of appointing chairmen are

a. If you appoint him you can remove him; and

You can be assured of continuity, 'whereas if chairmen
are elected this may not be the case.

12. The type of organization you have should depend on what

type of an institution you want (define the organization).

13. Do department chairmen burn out and therefore should they

be periodically replaced? There is literature to support

the position that leadership Should be changed to avoid

stagnatio..

14. None of the deans in the group were really in favor of a

rotating department chair if the chairman is exPected to

be an instructional leader.



15. Some felt that the department chairman should also be

responsible for occasional research studies on faculty

Load, 'lass size, etc.

16. The uivision and department chairmen should be given

responsibility, trust, and accountability, and not be

treated merely as figureheads.

17. You must look for potential in department and division

chairmen and then educate them as educational leaders.

Workshops and other training programs are greatly needed

for mid-management personnel.

18. The League for Innovation conducting workshops for mid-

management personnel. Perhaps the National Laboratory for

Higher Education should also hold workshops for those whose

responsibilities fall in the mid-management category.

19. Division and department Chairmen need tolearn how- to

delegate work to secretarial staff - -to free themselves

from menial tasks. Faculty and-students should receive

more of a dean's time.

20. The systems approach to instruction may require ev n more

paperwork from the chairmen.

21. The dean should be out on the firing line instead of

opora4_ ng from behind a desk. Up the Organization was

cited 'as an example

without an office.

of how an executive can function



22. There is a limit (7-9), to the number of division or depart-

,ment chairmen who should report to the dean of instruction.

23 What if you did away with department and division chairmen

and replaced them with two or three associate deans? Would

you be more effective? In other words, would having general-

ists rather than specialists be better? One dean indicated

that if he had taken the money he had invested in reIea-3ed

time for division chairmen and had employed three assistant

deans he could have been twice as effective.

New Cities for division chairmen are needed. Someone else

said that the same care should be taken in recruiting a

division chairman as a dean of instruction.

25. The role of the faculty senate vis-a-vis the dean of

instruction was discussed. The actions of each often con-.

flict with those of the other. Further when a senate

makes a resolution which is voted on and passedothe dean

is often left with the task of implementing a policy or, pro-

cedure with which he disagrees and to which he had> no input.

.'.The organizational patterns represented by the group in-

cluded:

. faculty to dean;

b. faculty to division chairman to dean;

faculty to department chairman to division chairman
to dean.
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Further, the organization within the instructional areas

varied in tha way subject ffelds were grouped. For exampl,

within the institutions of the participants'', the following

patterns were represented:

a. integrated divisions consisting of College transfer,
career courses, and developmental courses;

b, divisions and departments consisting solely of college
transfer or career faculty.

It was the consensus of those present that no one pattern

was best and that the organizatiaal pattern chosen should

vary with the size of the institution, with the people in

it, and with the institutions' purposes and objectives.

Most favored keeping their present organization.



FACULTY EVALUATION

Dr. Wilmot F. Oliver, Recorder':

1. Most of the discussion on this topic revolved around the
concepts of "means" versus "ends evaluation of faculty.

2. "Means" evaluation was defined as evaluation which focuses
largely on what the faculty' member does, while "ends"
evaluation focuses on what he accoMplishes,

3. A management -by objectives approach was discussed whereby
a faculty member would be evaluated onthe extent to which
he .dChieVed objectiVeS'preViOuslyeugges-ted by him and
agreed to by his_. supervisor.

4. Two evaluation systems were'discussedin detail. These were
the systems of Burlington County College (New Jersey) and the
College of the 14.4inland .(Texas) .-H The BUrlington system in-
cluded criteria in:foUr areas: '(1).instruCtion, (2) 'cOntri-
butions to college and community (3) profeSsiOnal growth,
and (4) interpereonalrelationehips The College bfHthe
Mainland system was job- description Oriented. Spedific re-
sponsibilities were designatedi and the facultymember was
evaluatd on the extent to Whiclithese responsibilities
were met.

5. Several points regarding evaluation were agreed to by most
of those present. These included:

Institutional goals must be
an: eValUation system;

. Evaluation shoultLbeTh continuousprocess, not some
thing limited to the period froM'OCtOberor'NOvember
to Februaryl,

considered in developing

FacUlty should be involved in the deelOpment of
criteria for evaluation;

Self7eValuations should be a part of any evaluation
Heffort.



APPENDIX A

Questionnaire Responses
Regarding the. Feasibility of a'
Deans of Instruction Workshop

The following is a summary of the total responses from 124
persons who responded to the questionnaire accompanying the
letter announcing the workshop. As can be seen, the conference
apparently met a strongly:perceived need.

Total Responses 124 Total

1. I think the idea of having a conference
especially for deans of instruction is:

A good one

Too restrictive

2. I think the plan for the workshop (no
speeches, etc.) is:

A good one

A bad idea

I prefer to reserve judgement

3. I think th $35 fee i

Too high

About right

I think-the:idea of sponsoring workshops
fOr departmentiOr division chairmen::iS:

A good one

Not something our institution would be
'interested in

121

100

21

1.5

91

113

15

. Of the following suggested topics I am most
interested in:

Different grading systems 83

- The effect of collective bargaining 51
on institution and the dean



- Faculty evaluation 108

- Implications of starting a systems 89

approach to instruction

Ideas for recruiting minority 29
faculty

- Advantages and disadvantages of
various, plans for organizing the
instructional areas

- In7house curriculum change procedures

Pros and cons of various calendar plans

82

65

55



APPENDIX .B

CONFERENCE EVALUATION RESULTS

Prepared by

Vicki Fuller
Junior and Community College Division
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The NLHE Workshop for Deans of Instruction (April 26 -23)

was evaluated by means of self-report evaluation forms adminis-

tered to the 31 participar.t.7 on the last day. The instrument

consisted of 16 items, six of which permitted respondents to

write on comments and suggestions for improvement of future work-

shops. The results, in general, were very positive, and it ap-

peared tnat most participants were enthusiastic about their ex-

perience. The workshop was believed by the participants to have

met their objectives to a great extent_lc All felt (and 94% were
-eV'

convinced) that the session was relevant to their needs.

Respondents to the questionnaire felt (90%) that enough

staff persons were available to conlict the workshop effectively.

With regard to the two main components of the workshop--inter-

action and discussion with authors of papers and idea sharing

in special interest sessions--the response was overwhelmingly

positive. That is, 86% and 100% respectively, thought these

learning methods to be effective. Most reactions to the papers

themselves fell''Somewhere :between "of some value" and "of great

value ".

The organization of the workshop was rated !gOod' to "very

,gOod7 by most. -* AlOng this line ::two people advised more pre*

planning and StrUcture fbr similar efforts in the future and

one person noted tbat: he particularly liked the infOrm&I.,' un-

struotured atmosphere.

ItHwAs that the items reflecting the greatest cori-

cern on the part of participants seemed to focus upon time. They



indicated in their responses that they might have been doubtful

about sufficient time for interaction with the staff members

In addition, seven comments were received which pointed out the

apparent lack of time to read and digest materials and to inter-

act with leaders and other participants. Other suggestions called

for more input from participants and more materials and process

sharing In regard to the latter it may prove beneficial .in

the future to ask participants in :advance to bring these materials

with them to the workshop. It appeared that lack of reading time

was seen by the most participants as aideficiency. SiX perSonS

expressed the need to receive in advance: (by mail) the:papers

to be discussed,' and most were uncertain about the adeqUacy of

the advance informatiOn which they had received. Possibly in

the same vein, three others suggested that the presenters of

papers give brief sumwries or overviews

discussion.

There were a

befoIe beginning any

few more issues covered on the evaluation form.

The physical arrangements (transportation, accommodations, etc)

were rated as fair by most of the respondents and three sugges-

tions dealt with this item, so it probably deserves consideration.

With respect to the number of participants for a workshop of this

type, 43% stated 30-45 persons to be optimum and 32% more responded

45-GO. Five persons suggested smaller di cussion groups and one

person` suggested larger,gX"Pups, other comments indicated the

need to group participants by age and/or size of the

Audio-visual materials to aid

institution.

presentations/and simulation game

activities were suggested twice.



In conclusion, it appears that to most people involved,

the Workshop for Deans of Instruction was a profitable exper-

ience. That is, it was rated as interesting to 15 and enjoy-

able to 14 more. Only one person felt that the session was a

waste of time factors which should be carefully examined

in planning other workshops are (1) receipt of papers in ad-

vance, and (2) sufficient time for interaction and exchange of

ideas. In general, however, the workshop seemed to have been

planned and conducted effectively.



APPENDIX C

Deans of Instruction Workshop
April 26-28, 1972

National Laboratory for Higher Educatibn

Papers presented by the following

James 0. Hammons
Dean of the College
Burlington County College
Pemberton-Browns Mills Road
Pemberton, New Jersey 08068

Albert A. Canfield
Professor of Higher Education
Institute of Higher Education
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601

Michael I. Schafer
Dean for Instruction
Muskegon Community College
Muskegon Michigan 49443

Dr. Barbara P. Washburn
Dean of Educational Development
Mitchell College
Statesville, North Carolina 28677

Participants

R. Eugene Byrd
Dean of Instruction
Oscar Rose Junior College
6420 South East 15th Street
Midwest City, Oklahoma 73110

Worth Campbell, Jr.
Vice president, Learning Resources
Central Piedmont Community College
Post Office Box 4009
Charlotte, North Carolina 28204

James A. Carter
Dean of Instruction
Mountain Empire Community College
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, Virginia 24219

Jack F. Cherry
Director of Faculty
Beaufort County Technic:
Post Office Box 1069
Washington, North Carolina

Willard C. Finch
Assistant Dean
Pitt Technical Institute
Post Office Drawer 7007
Greenville, North Carolina 27834
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Institute

27889

Edward G. Fix
Associate Academic Dean Engineering
Technology Division
Erie Community College
Buffalo, New York 14150

Tom F. Foti
Vice-President
Scioto Technical
Box 766
Lucasville Ohio 4.5648

William W. "Bob" Franklin_
JDirector Occupational. Education
Vance County.Teohnical 'Institute
406 Chestnut Street.
Henderson,-North. Carolina 27536

College

Sister Eleanor Harrison
Academic Dean/Registrar
Cullman College
Cullman, Alabama 35055

Howard Herring
Educational Development Officer
Kittrell College
Kittrell, North Carolina



PARTICIPANTS

James A. Keyzer
Dean of Technology
Anson Technical Institute
Post Office Box 68
Ansonville, North Carolina

(continued)

Donald F. Mortvedt
Dean of Ipstruction
College of the Mainland
8001 Palmer. Highway

28007 Texas City, Texas 77590

James Linksz
Dean of Instruction
Rappahannock Community College
Glenns, Virginia 2314()

Charles W. Locke, Jr.
Dean of the Faculty
Sullins College
Glenway Avenue
Bristol Virginia 24201

Louis M. Marion
Associate Dean of Instruction
Forest Park Community College
5600 Oakland
St. Louis, Missouri 63110

William A. Martin
Dean of Instruction
Durham Technical Institute
Lawson Street
Post Office Box 11307
Durham, North Carolina 27703

W. Ronald McCarter
Dean-of Instruction
New River, Community College
Dra'wer. 1127
Dublin, `Virginia 24084

Bob W. Miller:
Dean of InstructiOn
Tarrant .CountlflJunior Colle e
NortheastCamPus
Fort Worth, TeXas

H. D. Moretz
Dean of the College
Western Piedmont Community
Interstate 40 at 'U.S. 64
Morganton, North Carolina

College

28655

Wilmot F. Oliver
Dean of Instruction
OceanCOuntY ,College
Hooper Avenue
Toms Riverl! New Jersey :08753

Saul Orkin
Dean of the College
Somerset CountY College:
ToSt Office: Box !3300.
Somervi4e,.New':Jersey

Bruce B. Owen
Dean of Instruction
South Oklahoma City. Junior College
2700 South May Avenue
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108

Jim Owen
Director
Elizabethtown Community College
Elizabethtown Kentucky 42701

Philip S. Phelon
Dean Of .Instruction
Cumberland ()i-lntY College
Post Office Box 517,
Vineland, New Jersey 08360

Harmon B. Pierce
Dean of Instruction
Burlington County College
Pemberton, New Jersey 08068

Carl D. Price.
Dean of-Instruction
James SprUnt Institute'
Pont ' OfficeBox 393

'North'Carolina-28398



PARTICIPANTS (continued,)

Arthur D. Schmidt
Program Associate
Junior and. CommUnity College Division
National Laboratory Ior Higher Edudation
Mutual plaza:
Durham, North Carolina

:EmmaJAT. Schulken
Dean of'theHcolIege
Virginia Highlands Community College
Post0IIice Box 828
Abingdon,. Virginia 24210

Gene:Simpson
Dean of: instruction
Spartanburg Technical Center
Spartanburg, South Carolina

George Stockton,
Dean: of Instruction
Surry Community College
Dobson, North:.Carolina 27017

Terrence A.
Director
Junior and Community College Division'
National Laboratory for Higher Education
Mutual Plaza
Durham, North Carolina

Tollefson

27701

_Dr.Charles _E._ .Urbanic--
Dean. of Instruction
Muskingum Area Technical College
400 Richards Road
Zanesville, Ohio 43701



Wednesday Evening:

APPENDIX D

PROGRAM

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
April 26, 1972

Thursday 9:00 - 9i15 a.m.
April 27, 1972

9:1.5 10:15

ti

10:15 - 10:45

10:45 -

Arrival and Registration
Get-Acquainted Social

Introductions and Welcome:
Terrence A. Tollefson
Director, Junior and
Community College Division
National Laboratory for
Higher Education

DitcUssion of First Paper:,
(Total Group)

Albert,"A,Canfield
ProfessOr:of-xtPet EduCation:
InstitUte'of,Higher: Education
University of Florida

Break

Special Interest Groups

lz:qo - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

Discussion of Second Paper:
(Total Group)

Michael I. Schafer
Dean for Instruction
Muskegon Community College

1:30 2:45

2:45 3:15

4:30

:30 - 6:00

;Break

Special Interest Groups
(Same topics as

morning session)

Social Hour

(continued next page),



,(continuation)

Friday 9:00 - 10:15 a.m. Discussion, of Third paper:
(Total Group)

James O. Hammons
Dean of the College
Burlington COunty College'

April 28, 1972

10:15 - 10:45

10:45 - 1?:00

Break

Special Interest Groups
(Secona half of topics)

Lunch

. Discussion of Fourth Paper:
(Total c;1.01.113)

Barbara P. Washburn
Dean of Educational'DevPlop77,:
Menti Uitchell College:

Break

Special Interest Groups;
(SaMe topics as morning
session)
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